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Fabrite™ by K-Aegis
Fabrite™ is the premier exterior duct
weatherization and insulation system with
a patented Pitch-Support Roof System that
is applicable to all square and rectangular
horizontal ducts.
The Fabrite™ System is the most energy
efficient and cost effective way to insulate
ducts outdoors or anywhere duct is
exposed to the elements , providing a
minimal thermal rating of R-13 and
guaranteed with a 20 year warranty.
The Fabrite™ system pitched roof design
prevents ponding of water on all size
horizontal ducts, minimizing the intrusion
of water and moisture which causes
biological growth and reduces thermal
efficiency. The Fabrite™ patented Ridge
Cap combined with a 2” layer of insulation
with a tapered second (top) layer to
provide adequate pitch of ½” per foot as
per Fabrite™ design.
K-Aegis provides adequate certified field
supervision to assure proper field
installation and ensures long term
protection with a 20 year warranty .

Fabrite™ by K-Aegis
K
CGC has been in business since 1970 and over the years have become a leader in the
area of mechanical insulation, coatings, environmental abatement, scaffolding and
much more for the Industrial and
commercial marketplace.
CGC is proud to be a K-Aegis certified
installation contractor for the Fabrite™
weatherization system , the most
effective long term solution for
insulating exterior duct on the
market today.

Benefits offered by Fabrite™
- Fabrite™ has a patented
pitched/tapered roof that prevents
ponding.
- Fabrite™ is often less expensive than standard field applied systems.
-Lead
Lead Times reduced, over other systems; Fabrite™ can begin immediately once duct
has been installed.
-Fabrite™
Fabrite™ has been shown to improve energy loss by 5-6
5 degrees over competitive
pre-manufactured
manufactured systems which results in higher energy savings.
- Fabrite™ field fabrications can be easily made;.
-Fabrite™ uses aluminum pop-rivets
rivets with caulk for a tighter seal.
-Fabrite™
Fabrite™ reinforces the top of the exterior insulation system with the patented “Ridge
Cap”.
-Insulation
Insulation material is 2” Polyiso in a single thickness ; multiple layered systems allow
moisture to get trapped between layers.
-Jacket is .032 embossed aluminum
- Installed by certified contractors.
- And most importantly, backed by a 20 year warranty.
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